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Introduction
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This was the pamphlet for 
our group show with 
Sungshin University 
students and some 
installation photos before 
our exhibit featuring work 
from both schools and LIU 
alumni. Each current LIU 
student displayed two 
pieces. The show was up 
for 6 days.
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This was my favorite piece in the group art 
show. It is an untitled oil painting by Cho Min 
Sol. We had a chance to visit the 
undergraduate and graduate studios so I was 
able to see this artist’s working space.


Professor Seung making a speech at the opening reception.
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LIU and Sungshin University 
Group Show
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Classrooms, 
studios and 
student art 
work at 
Sungshin 
University.
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Gallery Jung, Seoul



Imperial Palace, Seoul
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Contemporary Art Museum
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Stopping by the 
street fair at 
Gwanghwamun 
Square to see 
statues of King 
Sejong the Great 
and Admiral Yi 
Sun-Shin before 
visiting the Imperial 
Palace and the 
contemporary art 
museum in Seoul. 



Han River 
Night 
Cruise 
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Hongdae

Insadong
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Sanchon Temple 

Vegan Cuisine and Traditional 
Korean Dance Performance at 
the artist, Jungsan’s, studio and 
restaurant in Insadong, Seoul



 

Suwon University, Kowoon Art Museum

Ribbon cutting ceremony 
celebrating collaboration between 
two schools.



    

    

 

 

Suwon and LIU Student Work

Professor from Suwon took us to see 
martial arts performance.



 

Chung Ang University, Seoul

Studio visits were followed by presentations given by both LIU and Chung Ang students.



 

Uigisa Shrine 
A shrine in Jinju built in the memory of 
Nongae, a gisaeng woman who killed a 

Japanese military leader by jumping off a cliff 
into the Namgang River during the Japanese 

invasion of Korea in 1592.



Following LIU 
student presentations 
we worked on a 
collaborative project 
with the students to 
learn about each other 
through our different 
approaches to art.

Chinju Educational School, Jinju



Palgongsang Mountain and Natural Park, Gatwabi 



 



Hasla Art World  

We had the privilege of meeting the founders and artists Choi Ok-Yeung and Park Shin Jung 
who treated us to breakfast before giving us a tour of the museum.


We tried some pine needle water 
made on the premises said to have 
medicinal properties.



 Along with the museum, 
there was an outside 
sculpture garden featuring 
work from a myriad of 
resident artists. 

Meeting with video collage artist and resident artist.



Leeum Samsung Art Museum, Itaewon 

Two museums 
featuring traditional 
Korean art and 
contemporary 
international work.





 

Busan



      



Gallery Jung Closing Reception


